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We investigate a general class of regularization methods for ill-posed linear
operator equations. An optimal a posteriori parameter choice strategy is developed
for finite-dimensional approximations. The strategy is illustrated for a number of
specific methods. () 1989 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this paper let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces and let
T: X --+ Y be a bounded linear compact operator with non-closed range
R( T). We are interested in finding the best-approximate solution Tty of

Tx=y, (1.1 )

i.e., the element of minimal norm minimizing the residual IITx- yll. Tt is
the "Moore-Penrose inverse" of Tand is defined on D(Tt)=R(T)+R(T).L.
Since we assumed that R( T) is non-closed, T t is unbounded, so that
problem (1.1) is ill-posed. Problem (1.1) includes integral equations of the
first kind with non-degenerate L 2-kernels. Usually, (1.1) is solved by
regularization methods, i.e., one approximates Tty by

X(IX, Yb) := U(IX, T*T) T*Yb' (1.2)

where the function U( IX, A) approximates A-I in an appropriate sense (cr.
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Section 2). The element symbolizes noisy data. We assume that we have
approximate data Yb which satisfy

(1.3 )

where Q is the orthogonal projector onto R( T). In [2J an a posteriori
parameter selection method has been proposed which is asymptotically
optimal and which does not need any information about the exact solution.
This method is stated in the infinite-dimensional space X. For numerical
computation, however, one has to approximate X by a sequence of finite
dimensional subspaces Vm . A posteriori parameter choice strategies for the
finite-dimensional approximation of Tty using the well-known and effective
Tikhonov regularization have been treated in [5,7J (see also [8J). In
[5, 7J convergence rates in terms of the noise level b and the approxima
tion by finite-dimensional subspaces have been established. However, it has
not been proved in these papers that the proposed methods are asymptoti
cally optimal. It is the aim of this paper to prove that our parameter selec
tion method for the finite-dimensional approximation of Tty is asymptoti
cally optimal (see Section 4). This method includes ordinary and iterated
Tikhonov regularization as its most important cases, but also contains a
variety of other regularization methods based on spectral theory, like,
e.g., Landweber-Fridman iteration (see Section 5). Before we propose our
method, we first investigate the "best possible worst-case error" for general
approximation methods of the form (1.2), finding the exact behavior of this
error.

2. ASYMPTOTIC BERAVIOR

In this section we consider general regularization methods of the form
(1.2) and we establish upper and lower bounds for the "best possible worst
case error" as defined in [2]. We make the following assumptions about
the function U('X, A).

ASSUMPTION 2.1. Suppose U: R+ x Rt --> R is continuous and assume
that for all A> O.

UfO, A) = lim U('X, A) =). -l,to lim U(a, A) < CD (2.ll
:x-o ct.--x

and that

IAU('X, A)I ~ c (2.2)
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for all a> 0, A~ 0, and some constant C. Moreover, we assume that there
exist A>°and ii > °such that

°< U( " A) is decreasing on (0, ii] for all AE [0, A] (2.3)

and

(AU(" A)-If is increasing on (0, ii] for all A>O. (2.4)

Note that (2.3) and (2.4) imply

AU(a, A) ~ 1 for a E [0, ii] and AE [0, A]. (2.5)

Assumption (2.1) is not really very restrictive: (2.1) and (2.2) are always
used in the context of regularization (cf. [6]); the other assumptions are
satisfied for a wide variety of regularization methods (cr. Section 5). Note
that it would suffice to define U( a, . ) only for AE [0, II TI1 2

], since only its
behavior on CJ(TT*), the spectrum of TT*, matters. In this paper we
restrict our attention to compact operators T, although the following
results are also true for bounded linear operators T with slight modifica
tions of the proofs.

For )' E D( Tt), the best possible worst case error is defined by

l!i(y, (5) := sup{ inf{ Ilx(a, Yb) - Ttyll/a > °}/II Q(y - Yb)11 ~ £5}, (2.6)

where Q is the orthogonal projector onto R( T). We also define the "ideal
data error" by

r/J(a, y) := Ilx(a, y) - TtYII.

Finally, define the function h(a) (cr. also [2]) by

h(a) := sup{AU(a, A,)2/AE CJ(TT*)}.

(2.7)

(2.8 )

We show in the next theorem that, under Assumption 2.1, the con
vergence behaviors of l!i(y, (5) and

(2.9)

are the same as £5 --+ 0.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose Y E D( Tt), with Qy =I 0, and let Assumption 2.1
be satisfied. Moreover, suppose that there is a AE CJ( TT*) with °< A~ A
0: as in Assumption 2.1). Then

(2.10 )

for £5 sufficiently small.
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Proof First we show that the estimate on the right-hand side holds for
all 15 > O. Let {F;} be the spectral family of TT*. Then we have for all Yo
with IIQ(y- Yo)11 ~b

Ilx(a, Yb} - Tty l1 2
~ (1Ix(::x, y) - Ttyll + Ilx(ex, y) - X(IX, )',,)11)2

~2(llx(ex, y)- Tty 11 2 + Ilx(O!, y)-X(c.!, y,j)iI 2
)

= 2 (1IX(ex, y) - Ttyf +r' AU(ex, A)2 dlIF; Q(y - }'b)li 2)'
The estimate now follows from (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and well-known spectral
theoretical results.

Concerning the other estimate, let Ai be an eigenvalue of TT* in (0, X]
with associated norm-one eigenvector U i and define y~ by

)'~ = Qy - 15 sgn( Qy, uJ U i >

Then for all ex E (0, eX] (eX as in Assumption 2.1 ),

(2.11 )

(x(a, y) - Tty, X(IX, y~) - x(a, y)

= (( U(IX, TT*) TT* - I) Qy, U(IX, TT*) Q(y~ - .1'))

= (U(a, Ai) Ai - 1) U(a, Ai )( -b) sgn(Qy, u;)· (Qy, ui ) ~ 0

and

Hence,

Ilx(IX, yj) - Tty !1 2 = Ilx(IX, y) - T tYI1 2 + Ilx(IX, y) - x(a, yj)" 2

+2(x(IX, y)- Tty, X(IX, y~)-x(ex, .1'))

~r/J(IX,y)2+b2AiU(IX,AY (2.12)

for all IX E (0, i] and Ai E (0, J.] n 0"( TT*). Now define .::( IX, b) by

(2.13)

Then Assumption 2.1 implies that z is continuous,

lim Z(iX, b) < 0,
X~O

and lim Z(IX, b} > 0

for sufficiently small positive b. Therefore, there exists a 15 1 > 0 such that for
each bE(O, 15 1 ] there is an ex(b}>O with z(ex(o), 15)=0, or equivalently

(2.14 )
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Moreover, a(6) --+ °as 6 --+ 0. On the other hand, Assumption 2.1 also
implies that for a sufficiently small, h(a) = AiU(a, AY for some AiE (0, A:J n
a(TT*). Hence, there is a positive 62:::; 6 1 such that for all positive 6 < 62,
a(6) :::; iX, and

h(a(6)) = Ai U(a(6), Ay (2.15)

for some Ai = A;(6) E (0, XJ n a( TT*). Now let Ai be such that (2.15) holds.
Then by (2.4)

(2.16 )

for all aE [a(6), iXJ and by (2.3)

r/J(a, y)2 + 62Aj U(a, Ay ~ 62Aj U(a(6), Ay (2.17)

for all a E (0, a(6)]. Now (2.12) and (2.14)-(2.17) imply that

Ilx(a, y~)- TtYI12~min{r/J(a(6), y)2, 62Ai U(a(6), AY}

= i(r/J(a(6), yf + 62(h(a(6)))

~ il,!/(y, 6)2 (2.18 )

for all a E (0, iX] and 6 E (0, 62]. Since i(J(y, 6) --+ °as 6 --+ 0, it is easy to see
that

inf{ Ilx(a, YJ) - Ttyll/a > o} = inf{ Ilx(a, YJ) - Ttyll/a E (0, iXJ}

for all YJ with IIQ(y- YJ)II:::;6 and 6 sufficiently small. Hence (2.18) and
(2.6) imply that there is a positive 63 :::; 62 such that for 6 E (0, 63J

If a(6) is some parameter choice strategy, then we say (compare [2 J) the
convergence rate for this strategy is optimal if

where

t/!(y, 6)=0(i(J(y, 6)) as 6 --+ 0, (2.19 )

t/!(y, 6):= sup{ Ilx(a(6), y,d - Ttyll/IIQ(y - YJ)II :( b}, (2.20)

and is quasi-optimal, if (2.19) holds for some sequence bk --+ °as k --+ 00.

Theorem 2.2 shows that (2.19) is equivalent to t/!(y, b)) = O(I,!/(y, b)) as
b --+ 0. In [2J an a posteriori parameter choice strategy has been proposed
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which always leads to quasi-optimal convergence rates and which gives
optimal rates under a certain (not too restrictive) condition on the spec
trum 0-( TT*).

In Section 4, we propose an a posteriori parameter choice for regulariza
tion in finite-dimensional subspaces of the Hilbert space X which is quite
similar to the strategy in [2]. We will also prove quasi-optimality of our
strategy and optimality under a similar condition on the eigenvalues
of TT* as in [2].

3. THE FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ApPROACH

For numerical computation one must approximate the infinite-dimen
sional Hilbert space X by a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces {V",}.
We use here the same approach as in [7J, since it has some numerical
advantages over the usual finite-dimensional approach (see [7J).

Let J-V1 C W2 C ... C W", C ... be a sequence of finite-dimensional sub
spaces of N(T*)l-=R(T) and let Vm := T*W",. We denote the orthogonal
projectors onto W m and V", by Q", and P '7l' respectively. It is wellknown
that for YED(T t

) (cf. [6J),

(3.1 )

and hence T,:,J is the best approximation to Tty by elements in Vm . There
fore, it seems to be unnecessary to regularize the finite-dimensional
problem

But it is also well known (cf. [IJ) that

II T,~y - T~Y611 :::; IIQm(Y - Y6)ll/v i Jc;7,

(3.2 ;

(3.3 !

where Jc;;' is the smallest positive eigenvalue of T", T,;'; n = n(m) is the
dimension of W",. If Jc;;' is very small, then the problem of solving (3.2)
with noisy data is severely ill-conditioned. It has been shown in [7J that
combining projection with Tikhonov regularization is much more effective
than merely projection alone.

In the following we combine projection with a general regularization
method. That is, we approximate Tty by

(3.4 j

where U(·,·) satisfies Assumption 2.1 (d. [4J where weaker results are
obtained under different assumptions on U(·,·)). To guarantee con
vergence of x(m, 0:, y) to Tty as 0: -> 0 and m -> r:fj we need some further
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conditions on U(·,·) which, like Assumption 2.1, are also satisfied for a
wide class of methods.

ASSUMPTION 3.1. In addition to Assumption 2.1, suppose that (2.1)
holds uniformly for A;:?: X and that

SUp{(AU(IX, A)-If A/A;:?:O}-+O as r:t. -+ O. (3.5)

Note that in (3.5) A;:?:O can be replaced by O:::;k~ II TIl 2, since
IITm 11 2:::;IITI1 2 and only the behavior of U(IX,·) on the sets O"(TmT;')
matters.

THEOREM 3.2. Let x(m, IX, y) be defined as in (3.4) with Yb replaced by Y
and suppose Assumption 3.1 holds. Then for any sequence IX m --+ 0 as m -+ 00,

we have

lim x(m, IX m , y) = Tty.
fn-+ x

Proof Let {ET} be the spectra family for T;' T m and suppose IX m --+ 0 as
m --+ 00. Then (2.5) implies that for m sufficiently large

Ilx(m, IX m , Y)11 2= (0 A2U(IX m , Af dilETTty I1
2

:::; liPm TtY I1 2 + r= (A 2U(IXm , A)2 - 1) dilETTty I1
2

:::; IITtYI1 2(1 +SUp{IA2U(IXm , A)2-11/AE [X, IITII 2]}).

Now, since (2.1) holds uniformly for A;:?: X and

WU(IXm, Af-ll = IAU(r:t.m, A)+ 111(AU(IXm, A)-II

:::; (C + 1)11 TI1 2
1U(IX m , A) - A-II

for A:::; II T11 2, we obtain

lim sup Ilx(m, IX m , Y)II :::; II Ttyll.
m--+::f.:,.

(3.6)

Now let {IX,} be an arbitrary subsequence of {IX m }. Then by (3.6) {IX,}
has a subsequence {IXk} with

as k --+ 00 (3.7)
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for some u, where Ilull ~ II Tty II and "---,--" denotes weak convergence. No'.'.'
let:: be an arbitrary element of Y. Then

II (Tkx(k, ab y)- Tu, z)11

~ II TIl Ilx(k, (X b y)11 11(/ - Qk) Qz!1 + I(x(k, (Xb J) -u, T*z)1

---+0 as k---+CfJ, by (3.6) and (3.7).

Hence,

(3.8 )

On the other hand,

where II(I-Qd QYII---+O, and (3.5), along with

Qk y = QkQy = Qk TTty = TkTty,

implies that

II Tkx(k, a", y)-Qd'112= f" (AU(a", A)_1)2 AdliE~TtJ'112
o

---+ 0 as k -> CIJ.

Hence, by (3.8) Tu = Qy and u = Tty. Therefore,

as m ---+ (1). (3.9)

By the weak lower semi-continuity of the norm in Hilbert spaces, we have

II TtYl1 ~ lim inf I!x(m, am' y)l!.
m---+·'X)

This together with (3.9) proves the assertion. I
Note that this theorem also holds for non-compact operators T. If we

have noisy data Yb with IIQm(Y- Yb)11 ~b, we get the following

COROLLARY 3.3. Let Assumption 3.1 hold and let bm and Yb., be such that
bm ---+ 0 for m ---+ co and II Qm(Y - YbJ II ~ bm' AIoreover, assume that aIm, 0m)
is a sequence such that aIm, bm ) ---+ 0 for m ---+X and b;nh(m, aIm, om)) -> 0
for m ---+ vJ, where

hIm, IX) :=sup{AU(CI., A)2jAEa(Tm T;;)\{O}}. (3.10)
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Then

holds.
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lim x(m, rx(m, bm ), Y6J = Tty
nl_''l)

Proof It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that Ilx(m, rx, Y6) - Ttyll
~ Ilx(m, rx, y) - Ttyll + bh(m, rx)I/2. Now the assertion follows with
Theorem 3.2 and the assumptions on rx(m, bm )· I

Now let rx(m, bm ) be some parameter choice. Then we define as in
Section 2: The convergence rate for this strategy and y is optimal, if

holds for every sequence bm -4 0, where

for m -400 (3.11 )

and

i[J(m, y, bm) := sup{ inf{ Ilx(m, rx, YbJ - Ttyll/rx > 0 }/II Qm(Y6m - y )11 ~ bm}.

(3.13 )

The convergence rate is quasi-optimal if (3.11) holds for at least one
sequence bm -4 O. As in Section 2 we define

where

¢J(m, rx, y) := Ilx(m, rx, y) - TtYII.

Analogously to Theorem 2.2 we now obtain

(3.15 )

THEOREM 3.4. Let y E D( T t ) with Qy # 0 and let Assumption 3.1 be
satisfied. Moreover, let us assume that R( T) is non-closed. Then for every
sequence bm with bm -4 0 for m -400

holds for m sufficiently large.

Proof Since R( T) is non-closed and

for m -4 if) (3.17 )
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holds for compact operators T (cr., e.g., [7]), A~n ~ J. for m sufficiently
large, where ).;7 is the smallest positive eigenvalue of Tm T,~. This means
that Theorem 2.2 is applicable for Tm and m sufficiently large.

Following the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is not hard to check that due to
Corollary 3.3, Assumption 3.1, and (3.17) 6 1 , 6z, and ,)3 (of the proof of
Theorem 2.2) can be chosen independently of m, if m is sufficiently large.
This means there is an MEN and a b> 0 such that for all m;?; M and
bE (0, b] the estimate

i inf{ Ilx(m, (X, .v) - T,;, Yll z+ bZh(m, !x)/i)( > O}

~sup{inf{llx(m, a, J'b)- T,;,yllz/i)(>O}/iiQm{Y- Y6)1! ~(j}

~ 2 inf{ Ilx(m, iX, y) - T~,yf + b 2h(m, :x)/a > O}

holds. This together with bm ---> 0 for m ---> JJ and Ilx - TtyliZ =
Ilx- T,;,yf+ IIT~y- Ttyf for aU XE Vm (cf. (3.1)) implies the asseT
tion. I

In the next section we will discuss an a posteriori parameter selection
method which at least always leads to quasi-optimal convergence rates and
under a certain condition on UmENa{TmT,;,) even optimal rates.

4. A POSTERIORI PARAMETER SELECTION METHOD

Theorem 3.4 and (3.1) imply that a choice of the regularization
parameter rJ. leading to an optimal convergence rate CQuid be achieved by
minimizing

(4.1 )

Of course, this is not possible in reality, since .v is not known. But even if
we replace l' by J'b in (4.1) there is, in general, no unique minimizer. There
fore, we replace hem, ex) by

(4.2)

It follows from (3.10) that h(m,:x) ~ li(m, ex). For a variety of regularization
methods the minimization problem

(4.3 )

has a unique solution for every y E Y and the unique minimizer can be
characterized in terms of the derivative of the functional in (4.3). The
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general assumptions on U(a, A) to guarantee these properties are the
following (compare [2, Assumption 2.1]).

ASSUMPTION 4.1. Let U: R + x R(j --+ R fulfill Assumption 3.1. More
over, let U be continuously differentiable with respect to a and assume that

a --+ [U'(a, A)( 1- AU(a, A))] Il' (m, a) - I (4.4)

is strictly increasing for all mEN and A~ Ar;:, where n(m, a), defined by
(4.2), is assumed to be continuously differentiable with Il'(m, a) < °for all
a>°and mEN. Furthermore, we assume that a constant K exists (inde
pendently of m) such that

(4.5)

holds for all mEN, a> 0, and A~ A;:' (' denotes everywhere v/va).

For mEN, a ~ 0, and WE Y we define

f(m, a, w) := Il'(m, a) -I( U'(a, TmT~)[I - TmT:, U(a, TmT:,)] Qm W, Qm w).

(4.6)

f( m, a, w) is defined as f( a, w) in [2] with T and 2g'(a) -I replaced by T m

and Il'(m, a)-I, respectively. Following the proofs in [2] we, therefore, get
the following results.

PROPOSITION 4.2. (a) For any mEN, <5 > 0, and Yb E Y with QmYb# 0,
there is a unique a(m, <5) such that

(4.7)

holds, provided that

(4.8)

where

O<R(m,Yb):= lim f(m,a'Yb)<L mIIQmYbI1 2 (4.9)
, ~ oc

and

L m:= sup{ I[U'(a, ,1.)( 1 - ,1.U(a, A))]Ji'(m, a) -II/a ~°and A~ A:'}

:::;;K(1+C). (4.10)

(b) If y > L := sup{ Lm/m EN}, Qy # 0, and Yb is such that
IIQmCJ!- Yb)!1 :::;;£5, then QmYo#O and (4.8) holds for all m~M and
o< £5 :::;; b, where b is independent of m.
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Proof The proof follows with Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5a) in [2]
with T and g(a) replaced by Tm and ii(m, a), respectively. I

THEOREM 4.3. Let U satish' Assumption 4.1; let y E D( T t ) with Qy =I 0
be arbitrary, }' > L (L as in Proposition 4.2(b)), and for mE IV and b > 0, let
y"E Y with QmYb be such that IIQmCy- )'b)11 ~6 and (4.8) holds. Then the
following holds:

rr arm, b) is chosen as the unique solution of (4.7), then

(4.11 )

holds, where II is a constant independent of .1', 6, Yb' and m.

Proof The proof follows with Theorem 2.7 in [2J with T and g(S()
replaced by Tm and 11(m, a), respectively. I

We are now able to prove the following results about convergence rates,
if the following assumption about U is fulfilled.

ASSUMPTION 4.4. Let Assumption 4.1 be satisfied. Moreover, assume
that there are X> °and &. > °such that for all r:x E (0, &J, U(r:x, .) is decreas
ing on [0, Xl Furthermore, assume that for aIlS( E (0, &.J there is a A(a) < X
such that AU(S(, A)" is strictly increasing on [0, ;.( r:x) J and strictly decreasing
on [A(a), XJ with respect to A.

THEOREM 4.5. If Assumption 4.4 holds and R( T) is non-closed, then the
parameter choice strategy (4.7) (which is weli-defined for sufficiently small
b > °(r)' > L) is of quasi-optimal order for all y E D( T i ) with Qy =I O. If in
addition,

lim sup Cm < x,
nl-x

(4.12)

holds. where C m :=sup{(Ak'IAk'+d/l ~k~n} and Jc7'>AT> ... >A7,'>O
are the positive eigenvalues of T m Tf~' then the strategy is of optimal order
for all }'ED{Tt ) with Qy=lo.

Proof Let {6 m } be a sequence such that bm -> °for m -> CD. Proposi
tion 4.2 implies that (4.7) has a unique solution rt(m, b) for rn sufficiently
large. Now Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 3.4 imply that (3.11) holds if and
only if

inf{ q\(m, ex, y)2 + b;;,11(m, ct )/ct > O} ~ C. inf{ ¢(m, ct, y)" +<'i;h(m, ct lilY. > O}
(4.13 )

is satisfied for some constant C. To prove quasi-optimality we have to
show that (4.13) holds at least for one sequence (jm -> O.
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Assumption 4.4 and the non-closedness of R( T) imply that for m suf
ficiently large there is an am>°such that hem, a) = hem, a) = A;;' U(a, A;;')2
for all a E (0, am]. Now let am(b) be the largest global minimizer of
1(;(m, y, b) (see (3.14)). Then, by Corollary 3.3, there is a 5m >°such that
for all 15 E (0, 5m] am(b) ~ am' Now choose a sequence 15m such that 15 m~°
for m ~ 00 and 15 m ~ 5m for m sufficiently large. Then we have
film, am(b)) = hem, am(b)) for m sufficiently large. Hence, (4.13) holds with
E= 1. This proves quasi-optimality of our selection method.

Now suppose that (4.12) is satisfied and let 15 m ~°be an arbitrary, but
fixed sequence. Again, let am(bm) be the largest global minimizer of
I(;(m, y, 15 m ), Then

where A=A(m,am(b n,))E[A;;'+l,A;;'] for some l~k<n or A<A;:'. If
A<A;:', then E= 1 as above. If AE [A;;'+l' A%'], then

fi(m, am(bm)) = AU(am(bm), A)2

~ A%'+ 1 U(am(bm), Ak+1)2. AlA,/:+ 1

~ A,/:+ 1 U(am(b m), AZ'+ d2
. A,/:/AZ'+ 1

Inequality (4.12) implies that 1~ em ~ E< aJ and hence (4.13) holds with
this constant E for every sequence 15 m ~ 0. This proves the optimality of
our selection method under condition (4.12). I

Remark 4.6. We have shown in the proof of Theorem 4.5 that (3.11)
holds without condition (4.12) if 15 m converges to °sufficiently fast. Of
course, (3.11) holds for every sequence 15 m where hem, am(bm)) =
film, am(bm)), or equivalently film, am(bm)) = AU(am(bm), A)2 for some
AE (J(Tm T;:)\ {O}.

Note that (4.12) is a sufficient condition for optimality of our strategy.
Since ¢J(m, a, y) can converge arbitrarily slowly towards °for m ~ CIJ and
a~ 0, if y fulfills no smoothness conditions, it can happen that ¢J(m, a, yf
is the dominant term in ¢J(m, a, yf + b2h(m, a). In this situation one would
get even optimal convergence without condition (4.12).

It follows from results in [3] that if limm~XJ sup gape Wm' I/J m) < 1,
where I/Jm is the span of the first n(m) eigenvectors of TT* and the gap is
defined by gap(Wm, I/Jm):= IIQm-Qmll, where Qm is the orthogonal projec
tor onto I/Jm, then condition (4.12) is equivalent to

lim sup {AkAk,t 11k E N} <00,
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(4.14 )

where A[ > il 2 > ... > °are the eigenvalues of TT*. This is the same condi
tion as in [2], which is also needed there to obtain optimal convergence
rates. This means, if W I1l is no t "too far away" from l/J m ( of. [1
Remark 2.7]) and the eigenvalues of TT * do not decay faster than
exponentially, then condition (4.12) is always fulfilled and hence our
strategy is then optimal.

Remark 4.7. For iterative regularization methods U(cx, ,) is replaced by
Urn, '), where lin plays the role of !Y.. Therefore, one cannot define a
derivative with respect to !Y. (see Assumption 4.1). But, nevertheless, all
results we have shown so far can also be proved for iterative regularization
methods, if one replaces ,I. by lin in our assumptions and (4.4 I,
Ji'(m, (x)<O, and (4.5) by

AU(n, ill .
n--'> _ [2-il(U(n,il)+ U(n+ 1, A))],

Ah(m, n)

and

Ah(m,n»O, for all m, n E N

IAU(n, A)/Ah(m, n)1 ~ K, (4J5)

respectively. h(m, n) is defined by (4.2) with !Y. replaced by nand Av(n) :=
r(n + 1) - v(n). The parameter selection method (4.7) has to be replaced by
the stopping rule

(4.16)

where n(b) is the minimal nENo such that (4.16) holds and

x [2/- T"J;,(U(n, T rn T;,) + U(n+ 1, T"J;,))] Qrnll', Qmw),

(4.17)

For changes in the proofs of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 caused by
these replacements see [2].

5. ApPLICATIONS TO SPECIFIC REGULARIZATION METHODS

5.1. (Iterated) Tikhonov Regularization

Iterated Tikhonov regularization of order n is defined in the following
way. Let x;:; :=°and for all j EN, let x':.J~ I be the unique solution of

(5.1 )
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As a regularized solution one takes X:;';. X':.'I~ can be written in the form
of (3.4) with

(a + At - a"
U(a,A)= A(a+A)" (5.2)

(cr., e.g., [2]). One can show that U satisfies Assumption 4.4 with C= 1,
K = L = Lm= nib, R(m, w) = KllQm wf, and no restrictions on iX,..1:, &, X;
b=4n2a211 + 1(1 +a)-2tll+l) and a is the unique positive solution of

II-I (n+ 1)(2n+l)al+al+I_(I+at+l=na"- L ak=O.
k~O k

(5.3 )

For the actual values of a, b, and K for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 see Table I. The
function Ii(m, a) is given by

Ii {bla
(m, a) = A~' U(a, A;;')2

if a?= aA~'

if a<aA~'.

(The index n of A'; has nothing to do with the order n of iteration.) Let
e(m,a)=K if a?=aA7,' and e(m,a)=(a+A;7)21+1[a"+ I (a+A;;')"
a211 + I] -1/2, otherwise. Then the parameter choice (4.7) reads

e(m, a) a 211
+ 1(TmT::; + a/) -(211+ I) Qm Y/j, Qm Y/J) = l'tV (5.4)

In [7] numerical aspects of this method have been discussed for the case
n = 1. Equation (5.4) can be solved using Newton's method. In our numeri
cal examples it turned out that one needs about 7 to 12 iterations to find
the solution of (5.4) with reasonable accuracy. After a special transforma
tion of the system matrices, which needs O(n(m)3) operations, each itera
tion step can be performed in O(n(m)) operations. n(m) is the dimension
of Wm' For actual calculations and results about the optimal choice of y
see [7].

TABLE I

n a b K

1 0.25 4
2- 1.7808 0.6197 3.2274
3 2.5694 1.0lO1 2.97
4 3.3611 1.4078 2.8413
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5.2. Showalter's Method

Here the regularized solution is defined by

-I

x(m, 0:, J'b) := J: exp( - tTm T,';,) T,;, Jlj dt

which can be written in the form (3.4) with

199

(5.5 )

1) _ {A -1[1_ exp( -Ao:-1)J
V(o:, A - -I

0:

if ). > 0

if A=O.
(5.6)

Again V satisfies Assumption 4.4 with C = 1, K = L = L", = l/b = 2.455, b =
4a exp( - 2a) ~ 0.4073, where a ~ 1.2564 is the unique positive solution
of 2a exp( -a) + exp( -a) - 1 = 0; there are no restrictions on 6:, A, ri, 1:
R(m, 11') = KlIQm w11 2

. The function J1(m, Gt) is given by

_ {blO:
h(m, 0:) = Am V( Am)

/1 CX', n

if 'X ~ A~'ja

if 0: < A;;'ja.
(5.7)

Let e(m,rx)=K if rx~A~'la and e(m,rx)=[2(1-exp(-A;;'/iX);
exp( -A7,'/o:)J -I otherwise. Then the parameter choice (4.7) reads

5.3. Landweber-Fridman Iteration

Let {J E (0, II TII- 2
). The method is defined by

and can be written in the form (3.4) with

(5.10)

This function satisfies Assumption 4.4 on (0, IITf) with C= 1, K=2, L ..,,=
2(2 - (JA7,')( 1- f3A7,')4, L = 4, and no restrictions on J, J, ii, n (compare
ii, i), and hence on an interval containing 0"( Tm T:,) for each mEN. We
replace /1(m, n) by

r {f3(n + 1)/2
1(m,n)= (A:)-l[1-b(l-f3A~,,)n+1

if II";; no + 1,
if n>no+ 1,

(5.11 )

where no + 1 = [(f3A;;') -I J and b = b(no) = [2 - 13A7,'(no +2)](1- f3).;~) -1",,+"\

-> exp( 1) as no -> CD. h is easier to calculate than 11. Since one can show
that there exist O<C 1 <C2 such that C1h,,;;h";;C"h for all m,l1EN, all
results which have been proven above also hold with 7i replaced by /1. Let

640:58;2-6
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e(m,n)=2 if n~no and e(m,n)=b- 1(1-flA':n-(fl+l) if n>no (again the
index n of A';; has nothing to do with the nth iteration). Then the stopping
rule reads: Take n = n( (j) as the smallest integer which satisfies

e(m, n)((1 - flT", T,~)2(fl+ [J(21 - flT",T:') Q", Yo, Q", Yo) ~ y<)2. (5.12)

One can rearrange iteration (5.9) in such a way that (5.12) can be checked
at no extra cost. For n E N let

then

(5.14 )

and (5.12) is equivalent to

(5.15 )

Once U';;+2(Yo) has been calculated, (5.15) can be checked in O(n(m))
operations.

For some other iteration procedures, e.g., Lardy's method and Schulz'
method, see [2].
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